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A Method for Quantifying Interaction Forces in Wearable Robots

Anna-Maria Georgarakis$^{1,2}$, Rolf Stämpfli$^3$, Peter Wolf$^1$, Robert Riener$^{1,2}$ and Jaime E. Duarte$^{1,2}$

Abstract—Immobility due to movement impairments causes many secondary conditions that are a threat to a person’s health and quality of life. Wearable robotic mobility aids such as exoskeletons and exosuits are a promising technique to tackle immobility. These devices are attached to the human with cuffs. However, the physical interaction at the human-robot interface is not yet well understood. Misplacement and compression of soft tissue diminish the efficiency of the robot and the comfort for the human. We developed a measurement method that allows us to simultaneously measure cuff interaction forces in normal and tangential direction. The measurement setup was validated in a friction test bench. To quantify the test-retest reliability, we performed repeated measurements on a human forearm. Force measurements were repeatable, with error ranges up to 28.7% or 7.8 N in normal, 28.7% or 2.3 N in tangential direction. Our method is the first approach that simultaneously measures normal and tangential forces at the physical interface of wearable robots. The test-retest reliability is within the range of methods that assess only normal forces.

I. INTRODUCTION

Movement impairments affect a person’s quality of life. Next to the primary implication of immobility, movement impairments cause many secondary symptoms [1]. Classical mobility aids, such as wheelchairs, enable part of this population to regain mobility, but do not tackle the symptoms of continuous sitting, such as pressure sores, cardiovascular disease and digestive problems. More recently, exoskeletons have entered the market, which enable fully paralyzed patients to walk upright [2]. Similarly, textile based exosuits support patients with residual function. They support movements of the lower extremities when patients have become too weak to move against gravity [3][4]. Due to their low weight and high compliance, these devices are also eligible for wearable active assistance of the upper extremities.

To support movement, exosuits exert forces via pneumatics or tendon systems actuated by electrical motors. The soft compliant nature of exosuit devices is beneficial for user comfort and fit. It allows to integrate these systems seamlessly into the patients’ lives. However, the compliance increases the complexity of the modeling and control of these systems [5]. Simulation of a non-rigid system acting on body shapes as diverse as mankind is impractical with the tools at hand. The experimental analysis of wearable robots is, therefore, indispensable and an active field of research.

An important part of this analysis is the quantification of forces acting on the human. Wearable robots are attached to the human body with cuffs. Forces are exerted on the human by pulling or pushing on these cuffs. Depending on the line of action of the forces, both normal and tangential interactions can occur. The resulting forces are coupled due to friction and form fits. While some of these forces are wanted for mobilization, others are intrusive. The intrusive forces occur due to misalignment, deformation and displacement of the robot and the human. Intrusive forces influence the robot’s performance, dynamics and controllability, and cause discomfort and harm for the human. The level of discomfort depends on the human’s pain tolerance and skin condition, which vary greatly among individuals.

Human skin is more sensitive to shear than pressure. Next to discomfort, excessive shear causes severe skin damage. Moreover, patients suffering from sensory deficits may not be able to identify excessive skin shear. It is therefore critical to know the interaction forces occurring at the human-robot interface, in particular the tangential forces resulting in shear. Several groups have tried to quantify interaction pressures or forces in normal direction in exoskeletons [6][7][8][9] and exosuits [10] before. However, to date, no existing analysis was identified that quantified both forces in normal and tangential direction.

Further, as none of the above mentioned analyses evaluated the reliability of their method, generalization of their results is questionable. Four out of five of these analyses used force resistive sensors to measure pressure. The error ranges of such sensors expressed in terms of the coefficient of variation $CV$ has been reported to be up to 55% for average and up to 91% for peak pressure [11]. Additionally, the interaction between human skin and the robot cuffs depends on many parameters. Such dependencies are the cuff contact pressure, skin elasticity and humidity and changes in the muscle volume and compliance due to contraction [12][13].

The aim of our research is to quantify the interaction forces at the interface of a wearable robot and a human during use. Therefore, we developed a new measurement method that simultaneously measures forces in normal and tangential direction. Before testing on humans, we validated the setup in a test bench. To quantify the test-retest reliability, we performed repeated measurements on a human forearm. Here, reliability refers to the degree to which repeated measurements vary for an individual [14].
II. METHODS

The functioning principle of exosuits relies on force transfer via tendons or pneumatic actuation. We developed a measurement method that allows for quantification of interaction forces at the physical human-robot interface. Before integrating the measurement setup in an exosuit, the setup and its reliability were assessed in controlled test environments.

A. Requirements

A comprehensive analysis of the human-robot interaction forces requires the measurement of forces in normal and tangential directions. During short term load, comfortable stresses on the forearm range from 14 to 51.1 kPa in normal and from 2.5 to 24. kPa in shear direction [16]. When permanent pressures above 4.26 kPa are applied, the skin sustains structural damage [15]. Reoccurring loads during actuation should be at the lower boundary of these ranges.

The measurement system should be small enough to be integrated in the cuffs of wearable robots without profoundly changing the interface. From experience, the box size of the sensor setup should not exceed 100 mm × 50 mm × 20 mm. Similarly, the weight should not exceed that of the actual cuff, which is about 0.2 kg. To avoid pressure and force peaks, the transition between cuff and sensor system should be as smooth as possible.

B. Measurement Setup

Forces were only measured in part of the cuff. The sensor area needed to have a defined size and direction to extrapolate the pressures and stresses to the overall cuff area. The selected force sensor had a flat measurement surface and measured force in three dimensions (OMD-20-FE-200N, Optoforce, Budapest, Hungary) - one orthogonal to the plane and two in the plane of interaction. The sensor was embedded in a rigid casing to define the position in space the sensor had with respect to the interaction surface. The measurement method of the sensor relied on deformation due to exertion.

The nominal bulk modulus of the sensor was approximately

\[ K_n = 0.167 \text{ GPa} \] normal and \[ K_t = 0.1 \text{ GPa} \] in tangential direction. Therefore, a substrate (Multifoam, 5 mm thickness) was added on the casing whose bulk modulus was determined to be approximately \[ K_s = 0.002 \text{ GPa} < K_t \wedge K_n \]. Thereby, the deformation of the substrate did not cause a saturation of the sensor measurements. The substrate further aligned the sensor with the measurement plane in case of slight misalignment. After first tests, the decision was made to sandwich the substrate between two 1 mm aluminum plates to enhance the sensor surface and, therefore, force transmission. Therewithin, sensor readings were greatly improved at cost of a higher variability.

C. Method Validation

For the purpose of method validation, the setup was integrated into a test bench at Empa, St. Gallen, Switzerland (see Figure 1, left). The test bench was built to determine the friction coefficient of textiles against human skin. A detailed description of the test bench can be found in [12].

![Fig. 1. Friction measurement test bench. Tangential forces are displayed as white arrows. The Cartesian reference frame of the force cell is indicated on the sensor in black. Right: Cuff measurement setup. A motor pulls on a tendon which is routed over pulleys and attached to a cuff. (1) Rigid Casing, (2) Substrate, (3) Skin substitute, (4) Textile, (5) Stamp, (6) Cuff, (7) Table with arm rests, (8) Pulley.](image-url)


Data was fit both individually, for each of the four measurements \( j \) to obtain the gains \( K_j^{2/3} \) and to the whole data set to obtain the lumped gains \( K_n \) for normal and \( K_t \) for tangential forces.
E. Reliability Measurement Setup

The reliability measurements were performed on one participant (Figure 1, right and Figure 2, right). A motor pulled on an isolated attachment cuff which was mounted on a human forearm. The forearm is an easily accessible limb segment. Due to its conic shape, it represents a suitable anchoring point for wearable robots. The force sensor setup was integrated in the cuff. The interaction surface was matched in size to the one used in the validation measurements. Both the sensor setup and the cuff were seamlessly covered in the same bike jersey as used in Section II-C. The force sensor data was recorded at 100 Hz. The motor pulled on the cuff from both sides of the arm. A load cell (LSB200, Futek, CA, USA) was used to measure the tensile force of the motor and to control the force set points. Load cell data were recorded at 100 Hz.

F. Reliability Measurement Protocol

The measurements were performed twice on the right forearm of a female participant aged 26 years. Before the measurement, the participant was seated in the measurement room for 20 min at 23° C, 40% relative humidity to acclimate the skin. The participant did not apply cosmetics that day. She did not show any irritation or skin disease on the measurement site. The participant completed two consecutive measurement sessions on one day (Figure 2). The participant’s skin was not expected to change from one session to the next. Each session was structured in exactly the same way, consisting of two blocks. In each block, six sub-blocks with different force profiles were presented, each repeated 30 times consecutively. Between each sub-block, the participant had a 30 s break. During this time, the participant was encouraged to move their fingers to ensure blood circulation. The measurement setup was un- and re-mounted before each block. The force sensors were calibrated before each mounting. To determine skin moisture levels, the electrical capacitance of the corneum stratum of the forearm was measured with a corneometer (Corneometer CM 825, Khazaka Electronic, Cologne, Germany). The humidity measurements were performed at a defined position on the bottom side of the forearm.

To ensure safety, pulling forces were within the range of comfortable shear stresses. Considering the surface of the testing cuff (24116.5 mm²), the maximum tensile force was set to 80 N. Thus, resulting maximum stresses of 3.32 kPa occurred, which were expected to have a normal and shear component. Additionally, a tensile force of 40 N was tested. Force profiles were chosen as to simulate two load conditions: slow, sinusoidal profiles as expected during continuous arm movements; and fast, impulsive profiles as expected during power transmission, e.g. when grasping an object. To control for the effect of muscle contractions, the participant was asked to either relax or contract the forearm muscles by grasping a handle. The participant was instructed to contract their muscles as steadily as possible. In the protocol, slow and fast profiles alternated. Every two profiles had the same maximum tensile force and grasp position.

G. Data processing

All data were filtered offline with a zero delay 2nd-order Butterworth filter with cutoff frequency set to 15 Hz. For analysis, data were sliced into cycle repetitions and labeled chronologically. The first five repetitions were discarded due to shifts occurring predominantly in this period. Force sensor measurements were converted using verified conversion factors from the manufacturer. Tangential forces were combined using the Pythagorean theorem. Force measurements, \( F_n \) in normal and \( F_t \) in tangential direction, were scaled and shifted to compensate for the following effects: initial cuff attachment forces \( F_{0n} \) and \( F_{0t} \); the gains determined in the validation measurements \( G_n \) and \( G_t \); sensor and cuff area \( A_s \) and \( A_c \); motor tensile forces as determined by the load cell measurement \( F_l \) scaled by the lumped transmission efficiency \( \eta = 0.7 \). This transformation ensured that repeated measurements from different blocks are comparable.

\[
F_N = (F_n - F_{0n}) \cdot G_n \cdot \eta \cdot F_l \\
F_T = (F_t - F_{0t}) \cdot G_t \cdot \eta \cdot F_l \cdot \frac{F_n}{F_n + F_{pn}}
\]

The last term in the second equation was used to compensate for the increase in shear force due to different initial normal cuff pressures (Coulomb’s law of friction).

H. Statistics

Bland-Altman’s limits of agreements analysis was used to compare the force measurement with the load cell measurement in the friction test bench [14]. Cycle repetitions were matched based on their chronological appearance in the protocol. As outcome measure for the analysis, the difference between the peak-to-peak amplitudes \( \alpha_{pp,S1} \) and \( \alpha_{pp,S2} \) was used. This means that we only consider the absolute changes in force during application of tensile forces, but not the forces caused by shifts and attachment pressures. To compare the measurement in session one \( S1 \) with the re-test in session two \( S2 \), we again used Bland-Altman’s limits of agreements analysis. The analysis sets the difference between two repeated measures

\[
\Delta_{S1|S2} = \alpha_{pp,S1} - \alpha_{pp,S2}
\]

in relation to their average

\[
\beta_{S1|S2} = \frac{1}{2}(\alpha_{pp,S1} + \alpha_{pp,S2}).
\]

To analyze the error, the range in which one expects 95% of the values for \( \Delta_{S1|S2} \) was calculated. This was done in terms of the standard deviation \( \sigma \) and the coefficient of variation \( CV \) [14].

\[
CV = 100 \cdot 1.96 \cdot \frac{\sigma(\Delta_{S1|S2})}{\mu(\beta_{S1|S2})}
\]

A Student’s t-test was used to determine whether the two repeated measurements had a significant bias. (ttest_rel() function, Python 3.6 scipy package). If so, this is reported according to

\[
\text{bias} = \mu(\Delta_{S1|S2}).
\]
III. RESULTS

A. Method Validation

Force measurements were scaled by the individual gains \( K_n^j \) and the lumped gains \( K_i \), where \( i = n, t; j = 1 \ldots 4 \) (Table I and Figure 3). Lumped gains in normal direction were \( K_n = 3.49 \), in tangential direction \( K_t = 1.34 \).

B. Reliability Measurements

In the analysis, the data of sub-block 3 of block 2 (40 N : s : r) was excluded due to a protocol error concerning the hand position. The force profiles measured by the force sensor in normal and tangential direction coincide with the input profiles as determined by the load cell (Figure 4). In the normal direction, the means of the peak-to-peak amplitudes \( \mu(\alpha_{pp,S1}) \) and \( \mu(\alpha_{pp,S2}) \) range from 10.2 N to 40.4 N for a tensile force of 40 N; from 29.4 N to 98.6 N for a tensile force of 80 N. In tangential direction, they range from 0.3 N to 4.2 N for a tensile force of 40 N; from 4.0 N to 26.8 N for a tensile force of 80 N. Coefficients of variation \( CV \) were a maximum of 28.7% (equivalent force range \( \pm 3.7 \) N) in normal and 28.7% (equivalent force range \( \pm 0.3 \) N) in tangential direction. Maximum force ranges were \( \pm 7.8 \) N (equivalent \( CV \) 16.1%) in normal and \( \pm 2.3 \) N (equivalent \( CV \) 16.2%) in tangential direction (Table II).

For the skin humidity measurements, all measurements were within the normal range as indicated by the manufacturer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>METHOD VALIDATION - GAINS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NORMAL LOAD IN [ N ] : DRY (d) OR WET (w) MEASUREMENT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_n^j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_t^j )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Validation measurements

The validation in the friction test bench showed consistent repetitions of force values during each measurement. Due to the compliance of the setup introduced by the sensor and the substrate, modeling of the force transmission was not straightforward. It was, therefore, decided to use these validation measurements to find a transfer gain between the baseline measurements and the measurements with the force sensor. The gains \( K_n^j/t \) showed some deviations between the measurements \( j \). Changing the normal load had a larger effect than increasing the humidity, which increased the friction coefficient. The third measurement done with a 20 N normal load on a dry textile showed considerable offsets in normal direction, presumably due to an error in the amplifier. However, the remaining three measurements improved their similarity to the baseline when scaled with the lumped gains \( K_n \) and \( K_t \). Due to compliant coupling in the setup, the force sensor slightly tilted during the measurements. The normal force measurements, therefore, reflect the movement of the test bench sledge, which are not present in the baseline. As the aim was to find a linear gain, these alternations in the forces were amplified by the gain. The nonlinear least-squares method fitted the mean of the force sensor data to the baseline. However, the mean of the data reflects the normal force components and the alternations reflect portions of the tangential force. Therefore, it was decided not to correct for this circumstance.

B. Test-retest measurements

To estimate the reliability of the force measurements in a wearable robot, repeated measurements on an isolated attachment cuff were conducted. The cuff was mounted on a human forearm. The participant did not report any discomfort for the course of the measurements. The outcome measure
was the difference between the peak-to-peak amplitudes $\alpha_{pp}$ of the cyclic data for each of two measurement sessions, both in normal and tangential direction. Within one session, measurements showed good repeatability over 25 force profile cycles. When comparing the same measurements from different sessions, the resulting force profiles looked very similar, but showed considerable bias. The bias was diminished after normalization and scaling, but not completely, see Figure 4. Even though efforts were taken to mount the cuff equally before each block, positions and attachment pressures deviated. These variations are assumed to be the main reasons for the biases, an assumption that was affirmed by the results from the peak-to-peak analysis. However, further measurements and more profound modeling have to be done. In many cases, the peak-to-peak forces of one cycle in normal and tangential direction do not add up to the total force input from the motor (Table II). One reason for the mismatch may be the dynamic deformation of the compliant tissues, which introduced damping and delays to the system. Another reason could be the arm rest, which may have restricted the cuff during measurements.

A limits of agreement analysis of the means of peak-to-peak amplitudes per sub-block was performed (Figure 4, [4] and [5]). In there, random errors increase with increasing systematic errors (biases), a sign for heterostasticity in the data. Data from block 1 appears to be a lot more congruent than in block 2. An explanation could be different cuff positions and shifts in block 2, and more similar positions in block 1. However, as cuff position was not measured during the measurements, this hypothesis could not be tested.

Due to Coulomb’s law of friction, tangential forces are expected to scale proportionally with normal forces. Conversely, normal forces are expected to scale independently of tangential forces. However, in some cases higher normal forces led to lower tangential forces when comparing measurements between sessions. One reason could be lower initial shear stresses due to the cuff position. Another reason could be the nonlinear deformation of the tissue and the conic shape of the forearm. Due to these conditions, one cannot assume that the normal forces are uncoupled from the tangential forces, as in the friction test bench.

In block 2, the first two cycles were performed on contracted muscles with a maximum tensile force of 80 N. Contracted muscles are less compliant. Decreased elasticity leads to increased slip instead of just elastic deformation of the cuff and forearm, which explains the increased forces in the following measurements on relaxed muscles.

C. Comparison to previous work

The presented method allows for simultaneous measurement of normal and tangential forces at the human-robot attachment cuffs of wearable robots. To date, no publication was identified that showed a comparable method. The error ranges obtained in the peak-to-peak analysis were lower than the ones Wettenschwiler et al. found for the Tekscan sensors [11]. Due to the differences in protocol, data acquisition and analysis, a direct comparison of these results must be done carefully. However, the determined error ranges lead to think that it is worthwhile to further pursue our method in future studies.

D. Limitations

Next to the points mentioned above, further limitations were identified in our setup, measurements and analysis. In the current analysis, data from one participant was considered. Hence, the data is dependent, which is a major limitation. Data from different participants is required to determine the inter-subject reliability of the presented method. So far, data acquisition from different sources was not synchronized, leading to errors due to time lags. The load cell in the reliability measurement setup was mounted in series to the tendons at the motor. Therefore, it measured the pulling force of the motor and not on the cuff. Due to friction and other losses, these pulling forces deviated. At the point of writing, the error introduced by these effects could not be estimated.

V. CONCLUSION

The presented method is the first that allows for simultaneous measurement of normal and tangential forces in the attachment cuffs of wearable robots. The reliability analysis revealed errors that lie within the ranges of methods analyzing only normal forces. The setup can be used for detailed analyses of the physical interfaces of wearable robots.
Fig. 4. [1,2,3]: Thirty fast, impulsive force profiles with a maximum tensile force of 80 N were presented (Block 1, Sub-block 4). Muscles were contracted during the measurement. Normal forces are about ten times larger than tangential forces. Even though a considerable bias is present, force profiles are congruent. [4,5]: Bland-Altman plots of the means of normal and tangential peak-to-peak amplitudes per sub-block. Whereas the bias is a measure for the systematic error in the data (bias), the standard deviation represents the random errors (1.96 · σ). For legend decoding, see Figure 2.

### TABLE II

**PEAK-TO-PEAK ANALYSIS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-block</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Tangential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μ(α&lt;sub&gt;pp,S1&lt;/sub&gt;) [N]</td>
<td>μ(α&lt;sub&gt;pp,S2&lt;/sub&gt;) [N]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block 1</td>
<td>40N : s : r</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block 2</td>
<td>80N : s : c</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80N : f : c</td>
<td>85.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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